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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide was created to serve as a practical resource for professionals in the property
and facilities management space, as well as hiring managers seeking to recruit and retain
these in-demand professionals in the Greater Vancouver market.
Information displayed is based on the wide variety of placements made by Impact’s
property and facilities management group as well as their overall market knowledge
gathered from speaking to candidates and hiring managers in the field.
Our team’s knowledge of the local market allows them to share up-to-date information
on market trends and compensation pertaining to property and facilities management
positions while providing advice and resources for those navigating a job search or hiring
journey.
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HIRING + MARKET TRENDS

Salaries + bonuses
With the increasing need for qualified property and facilities management professionals
in the Vancouver market, salary expectations are drastically rising in 2022, causing
companies to rethink the compensation packages they offer and realign them with market
expectations.
Base salaries have seen an increase of approximately 5-15% this year for various roles,
with entry-level to mid-level positions experiencing the most notable rises. To put this into
context, property management assistants in previous years were earning $45,000 - $50,000
annually as a base salary. Now, in order to attract talent to their organizations in the current
hiring climate, starting base salaries for property management assistants have increased to
$55,000 and rise from there.
Alongside larger base salaries, annual bonuses have seen an increase across many property
and facilities management companies. Signing bonuses, although less common, are also
offered to various senior-level property management professionals where budget allows
and demand is high.

Benefits + perks
Although the dramatic increase in overall compensation packages does a lot to get talent
through the door, the current market has proven that this alone isn’t enough. Property
and facilities management professionals are becoming more curious about the additional
benefits and perks available to them - healthcare, RRSP and vacation, to name a few.
Mileage and motor vehicle allowances or reimbursements are also attractive perks for those
who travel frequently for work.
Regardless of what is being offered in addition to overall compensation, many candidates
expect to be provided with details as early as the interview stage and employers are
encouraged to disclose details earlier in the process for full transparency and as a key
selling point.
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Flexibility + hybrid working
A perk not commonly offered in the property and facilities management industry is remote
work and flexible working arrangements. This is primarily due to the nature of most
positions in this field. However, the pandemic has proven that some junior-level to
mid-level positions can be carried out effectively in a hybrid model. Hiring managers are
slowly becoming more open to this working arrangement where and when possible. With
more emphasis being placed on work-life balance, burnout prevention as well as health and
wellness, flexible working arrangements can do a lot for securing and retaining talent in the
long-run.

Mentorship + growth opportunities
Mentorship and training remain important, particularly for property professionals in the
early stages of their career. Companies offering learning and development opportunities,
mentorship programs and setting their employees up for success during the onboarding
stage are less likely to face challenges with retention. Promoting from within is an excellent
retention strategy and an opportunity that many professionals seek out to advance in their
career and for role longevity. Providing a clear path for progression, for example, hiring
an operations supervisor with the goal to promote to operations manager within a certain
timeline, would be an extremely attractive opportunity and is more likely to attract a higher
caliber of candidates.
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SALARY TABLE: PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION + LEASING

Vancouver
Salary ranges: averages in CAD, listed in thousands of dollars.
Note: Salaries can fluctuate outside of these ranges dependent on company size, budget, level of experience
required for the position, etc. Salaries indicated are representative of base salary only and not inclusive of bonus,
rental subsidies, commissions, overtime or other variable compensation.

Property Administration + Leasing
Commercial
Director of Property Management

100-140

Asset Manager

90-110

Senior Property Manager

85-100

Leasing Manager

90-140

Property Manager

75-90

Strata Manager

55-90

Assistant Property Manager

60-75

Property Administrator

55-70

Leasing Administrator

55-70
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Property Administration + Leasing
Residential
Director of Property Management

100-140

Senior Property Manager

80-110

Leasing Manager

80-120

Property Manager

70-80

Strata Manager

55-90

Assistant Property Manager

55-70

Leasing Agent

60-70

Property Administrator

55-65

Leasing Administrator

55-65
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SALARY TABLE: FACILITIES + MAINTENANCE

Vancouver
Salary ranges: averages in CAD, listed in thousands of dollars.
Note: Salaries can fluctuate outside of these ranges dependent on company size, budget, level of experience
required for the position, etc. Salaries indicated are representative of base salary only and not inclusive of bonus,
rental subsidies, commissions, overtime or other variable compensation.

Facilities + Maintenance
Commercial
Director of Operations

120-150

Operations Manager

95-110

Operations Supervisor

90-100

Chief Engineer

85-100

Senior Operator

70-85

Building Operator

60-70

Maintenance Technician

50-60

Residential
Maintenance Supervisor

60-75

Maintenance Technician

50-60

Building Manager

50-60
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2022 OUTLOOK: JOB SEEKERS

Remaining future focused in a candidate driven market
Growth + development opportunities
Regardless of your current level of experience, there’s always room to learn and grow, both
personally and professionally. When considering new opportunities either with your current
employer or other companies, look out for roles that will fill gaps in your learning journey,
allow you to develop a specific aspect of your skillset, bring your experience to the next
level, or even give you exposure to a different area of specialization within your industry.
Know what matters most to you and lean towards the role that will help you get there.

Prepare for a counteroffer
Breaking the news to your current employer that you’re leaving can be challenging,
especially when you’re aware they may struggle to find a replacement. In this instance,
you’re likely to face a counteroffer situation. That being said, focus on the reasons you
accepted an opportunity elsewhere in the first place. If the benefits of joining a new
company outweigh the positives of staying with your current employer, it’s best to trust
your judgement. More often than not, individuals find themselves unsatisfied and
considering other opportunities again within months of accepting a counteroffer.

Additional Resources

Professional Confidence

Counteroffer Conundrum

Understanding and building
confidence in the workplace

How to effectively
manage a counteroffer
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Future Focused

Professional Reputation

Setting professional goals
for career success

How to build a great
professional reputation

Navigating multiple offers
A situation many property and facilities management professionals are facing in the current
market is receiving multiple offers. This is particularly apparent with those whose profiles
boast a number of achievements or experiences that pique the interest of prospective
employers. It’s important not to rush when making a decision. Consider all options, do your
due diligence, and think about your priorities, whether it’s salary, flexibility and work-life
balance, benefits, or long-term stability and growth in your role. Offers you receive that
meet your priorities will likely outweigh the others.

Building a great professional reputation
In an effort to create a more positive working environment, hiring managers are looking for
candidates with a history of being great to work with. Your professional reputation is what
people think and feel about you as well as how you’re perceived by others and can be based
on first impressions, interactions with peers, quality of work or other varying factors.
Building this up takes ongoing effort so it’s important to always find new ways to improve
as you navigate your professional career. This is especially important in close-knit working
communities such as property and facilities management.
For junior-level professionals starting out in the industry without a comprehensive resume,
you’ll ideally have educational references or part-time employers to attest to your work
ethic, punctuality, people and teamwork skills, as well as important soft skills that will serve
you and a prospective employer well in the future.
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2022 OUTLOOK: HIRING MANAGERS
Standing out in a skills short market
Employer branding
In a competitive market, companies must be able to communicate what sets them apart
from their competitors. With plenty of opportunities available to property and facilities
management professionals, putting extra effort into selling your company goes a long way
and is a key factor in securing top talent. Communicating your unique value proposition with
confidence throughout the entire recruitment process and into the onboarding stage can
certainly help seal the deal and encouraging current employees to share good experiences
they have had with your company is proven to positively impact a candidate’s view of your
organization.

Streamlined recruitment process
Companies providing a memorable candidate experience and taking strides to reduce the
time between interview and offer stage are more likely to secure their preferred candidate.
One of the best ways to make a lasting impression is by personalizing the hiring process.
Companies should take a genuine interest in their candidates, get to know what they’re
passionate about and the career goals they have set for themselves. Another interesting
approach some companies have taken is to give candidates the opportunity to meet with
members of the team they will be joining. This provides the individual with more insight into
the company culture, team dynamics and what to expect overall.

Additional Resources

Employer Branding

Employee Engagement

Standing out in a competitive market

Tips for engaging your workforce
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Onboarding
Candidate
Interviews

Reboarding

Improving engagement and retention
through effective onboarding

When reboarding makes sense and how to
conduct it effectively

Focus on onboarding + reboarding
Getting talent through the door in the current market is a big win for any company,
but efforts need to extend beyond getting candidates to sign on the dotted line. With
counteroffers at an all-time high, there’s no guarantee candidates won’t consider other
offers ahead of their start date, so a key focus should be placed on the onboarding stage.
These first few weeks are essential for building trust and rapport, helping a new hire
become an engaged, productive member of the team who will stay with your organization
for the long-term.
Companies should also assess their reboarding strategies as employees return to office,
navigate a hybrid work model, or even return to work after extended time off. After a period
of change, it’s important to bring employees up to speed and to provide room for learning
and adjustment.

Ongoing training + development
A major reason for employees considering a career move is a lack of opportunity to expand
their skillset or grow with their current employer. By offering ongoing training programs or
access to professional development courses, employees are provided with the tools they
need to develop their knowledge and skillset, opening the door to advancement in their
role. As an example, an employer that is having a difficult time attracting a senior property
manager might consider an intermediate property manager, providing them with the
required training and guidance they need to move into a more senior position.
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IMPACT’S PROPERTY + FACILITIES MANAGEMENT TEAM

Michael Scott, VP, Building Division
Our dedicated and experienced team are focused on matching the right
people with the most suitable opportunities, working with leading regional,
national and multinational organizations in the property management
sector. As a leading multi-disciplinary recruitment firm, Impact Recruitment
is the ideal recruitment partner for your career search or hiring needs. Not
only do we focus on filling positions within the property sector, but we can
meet your cross-functional hiring needs too, including administration, HR
and accounting.”
Chris Chen, Director, Property Group
“Impact’s property + facilities management team works with top
candidates, matching them with suitable opportunities while providing
quality service to residential, strata and commercial property as well as
building and facilities management clients. We take a proactive recruitment
approach, combined with ongoing commitment to partnering with key
industry associations in the local market, ensuring we continue to build
upon our existing network within the property and facilities management
community and stay up-to-date with industry trends.”

Questions? We’re here to help!
impactrecruitment.ca | 1-844-689-8687 | contact@impactrecruitment.ca
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